
RULE: Evidence of a previous representation made by a person is not admissible to prove the existence of a fact
that it can reasonably be supposed that the person intended to assert by the representation s59

EXCEPTIONS

First-hand hearsay exceptions Other hearsay
exceptions

(for example, business
records, electronic

communications, etc.)

HEARSAY OVERVIEW

Civil proceedings Criminal
proceedings

Contemporaneous
representations

about health etc.

Evidence admitted for a
non-hearsay purpose

(for example, admissions,
character evidence (in
criminal proceedings))

Maker
available

Maker not
available

Note: See also discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11

Maker
available

Maker not
available
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 RULE: Evidence of a previous representation made by a person is not admissible to prove the existence of a fact
that it can reasonably be supposed that the person intended to assert by the representation s59

EXCEPTIONS

Restriction to first-hand hearsay s62 Other exceptions

Evidence relevant for a non-
hearsay purpose (not admissions)
s60

Business records s69

Tags and labels in the course of
business s70

Electronic communications re
identity, date, destination s71

ATSI traditional laws and customs
s72

Reputation as to relationships,
age and family history s73

Reputation of public or general
rights s74

Interlocutory proceedings if
source identified s75

Admissions s81

Judgments and convictions s92

Discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11

Note: The maker of a representation must have been competent for the evidence to be admissible s61 (but note s66A)
The court may waive the hearsay rule in certain circumstances s190
A party may request another party to call a specified person as a witness, or may request another party to give it access to a document or thing to examine, copy or test the
document or thing for authenticity, identity or admissibility s166-s169
Evidence relevant to the admissibility of evidence to which s63, s64, s69, s70 or s71 applies can be given by affidavit or written statement s170-s173

HEARSAY IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS

Maker not available
Cl. 4, Pt. 2 of
Dictionary

Maker available
Cl. 4, Pt. 2 of Dictionary

Hearsay rule does
not apply s63

Hearsay rule does not apply if it would
cause undue expense or delay or not
be reasonably practicable to call the
maker of the representation to give

evidence s64(2)

Hearsay rule
does not apply if
the maker of the
representation is

to be called
s64(3)

Notice required s67

A party may object to the tender of
the evidence s68

Notice required s67

Contemporaneous
representations

about health etc.
s66A

Hearsay rule
does not

apply s66A
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RULE: Evidence of a previous representation made by a person is not admissible to prove the existence of a fact
that it can reasonably be supposed that the person intended to assert by the representation s59

EXCEPTIONS

Restriction to first-hand hearsay s62 Other exceptions

Maker not available
Cl. 4, Part 2 of Dictionary

Maker available
Cl. 4, Part 2 of

Dictionary

Hearsay rule does not apply to
evidence of previous rep. made:

under duty
shortly after or when facts
occurred and in
circumstances that make
fabrication unlikely
in circumstances that make
it highly probable it is
reliable
made against interests and
in circumstances that make
it likely to be reliable
s65(2) and s65(7)

Hearsay rule does not
apply to evidence of
previous rep. made

when giving evidence
in another proceeding

if defendant cross-
examined maker, or

had opportunity to do
so, in that proceeding

- transcript or
recording may be

tendered
s65(3)-s65(6)

Hearsay rule
does not apply
to evidence of
previous rep.
adduced by a

defendant and,
if so adduced,

evidence
adduced by

another party on
the same matter
s65(8)-s65(9)

Evidence relevant for a
non-hearsay purpose (not
admissions) s60
Business records s69
Tags and labels in the
course of business s70
Electronic communications
re identity, date,
destination s71
ATSI traditional laws and
customs s72
Reputation as to
relationships, age and
family history s73
Reputation of public or
general rights s74
Interlocutory proceedings if
source identified s75
Admissions s81
Judgments and convictions
s92
Character evidence s110
and s111

Hearsay rule does
not apply to
evidence of

previous rep. that
was made about a
fact fresh in the
memory of the
maker, on the

proviso that the
maker is called to
give evidence s66
(see exception in

s66(3))

Notice required s67

Discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11

Note: Evidence relevant to the admissibility of evidence to which s65, s69, s70 or s71 applies can be given by affidavit or written statement s170-s173
See also notes to Hearsay in Civil Proceedings diagram above

HEARSAY IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Contemporaneous
representations
about health etc.

s66A

Hearsay rule
does not

apply s66A
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RULE: Evidence of an opinion is not admissible to prove the existence of a fact about the existence of which the opinion was expressed s76

EXCEPTIONS

Summary of
voluminous or

complex
documents

s50(3)

Discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11

OPINION EVIDENCE

Evidence
relevant for a
purpose other

than as
opinion

evidence
s77

Lay opinion
s78

Evidence by an
Aboriginal or
Torres Strait

Islander about
laws and
customs

s78A

Specialised
knowledge

(expert
opinion)

s79

Admissions
s81

Exceptions to
the rule

excluding
evidence of

judgments and
convictions

s92

Character
evidence

s110 and
s111

Note: The court may waive the rules in Parts 3.2-3.8 in certain circumstances s190
A party may request another party to call a specified person as a witness, or may request another party to give it access to a document or thing to
examine, copy or test the document or thing for authenticity, identity or admissibility s166-s169



 

 

 

 
Is it evidence of an opinion?

OPINION
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Yes

No

Is the evidence a summary of voluminous or complex documents adduced under the
direction of a court? s50

No

Yes

Is it led to prove the existence of a fact about the existence of which the opinion was
expressed? s76

Yes

No

Has the evidence been admitted because it is relevant for a purpose other than proof
of the existence of a fact about which the opinion was expressed? s77

No

Yes

Is the evidence based on what the person saw, heard or perceived and is it
necessary to obtain an adequate account or understanding of their perception? s78

No

Yes

Is the opinion expressed by an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander about the laws
and customs of the group? s78A

No

Yes

Does the person have specialised knowledge based on their training, study or
experience and is their opinion wholly or substantially based on that knowledge? s79

No

Yes

Is it evidence of an admission or a previous representation made in the context of an
admission? s81

No

Yes

Is it evidence of a decision or finding of fact which comes within an exception in s92?

No

Yes

Is the evidence character evidence about an accused person? s110 and s111

No
Yes

THE OPINION RULE APPLIES

Note: See also discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11

A party may make a request to another party for a specified person to be called as a witness, or may request another
party to give it access to a document or thing to examine, copy or test the document or thing for authenticity, identity
or admissibility s166-s169
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Is evidence of a person's character, reputation, conduct or tendency being led
to prove that the person has or had a tendency to act in a particular way or

have a particular state of mind? s97

TENDENCY

Yes

No

Does the evidence relate only to the credibility of a witness? s94(1)

Does the proceeding relate to bail or sentencing? s94(2)

Does the evidence relate to the character, reputation, conduct or
tendency of a person which is a fact in issue? s94(3)

In criminal proceedings, is the evidence about the character of accused or co-
accused persons (s110 and s111)?

Has notice been given and the court has determined that the evidence has
significant probative value? s97(1) and s99

Is the evidence adduced in accordance with a court direction under s100?

Has the evidence been adduced to explain or contradict tendency
evidence adduced by another party? s97(2)

Civil proceeding

Should a discretion to exclude or limit the evidence, or a mandatory exclusion
be exercised? Part 3.11

THE EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE TO PROVE A TENDENCY

Note: The court may waive the rules in Parts 3.2-3.8 in certain circumstances s190

The tendency rule
does not apply s97

Criminal proceeding
If the evidence is led by the prosecution against
the defendant, does the probative value of the
evidence substantially outweigh the prejudicial

effect? s101

(see s101(3) for exception)

The tendency rule
does not apply s94

The tendency rule
does not apply s110

and s111

Yes to any

Yes

No to all
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No

No to all

Yes to any

No

Yes

Yes

No
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Is evidence that two or more events occurred being led to prove that a person
did a particular act or had a particular state of mind on the basis that it is

improbable the events occurred coincidentally? s98

COINCIDENCE

Yes

No

Does the evidence relate only to the credibility of a witness? s94(1)

Does the proceeding relate to bail or sentencing? s94(2)

Does the evidence relate to the character, reputation, conduct or
tendency of a person and that character, reputation, conduct or tendency
is a fact in issue? s94(3)

Has notice been given and the court determined that the evidence has
significant probative value? s98(1) and s99

Is the evidence adduced in accordance with a court direction under s100?

Has the evidence been adduced to explain or contradict coincidence
evidence adduced by another party? s98(2)

Civil proceeding

Should a discretion to exclude or limit the evidence, or a mandatory exclusion
be exercised? Part 3.11

THE EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE TO PROVE THE

ACT OR STATE OF MIND

Note: The court may waive the rules in Parts 3.2-3.8 in certain circumstances s190

The coincidence rule
does not apply s98

Criminal proceeding
If the evidence is led by the prosecution against
the defendant, does the probative value of the
evidence substantially outweigh its prejudicial

effect? s101

(see s101(4) for exception)

The coincidence rule
does not apply s94Yes to any

No to all
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Yes
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 Is the evidence relevant only because it affects the assessment of the credibility of a witness or is it relevant for a credibility purpose and another
purpose for which it is not admissible? s101A

Credibility evidence is not admissible unless an exception applies s102

Is the evidence being
led in cross-
examination?

s103

EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE ON THE CREDIBILITY OF WITNESS

CREDIBILITY EVIDENCE

Is the evidence being led
in chief to rebut a denial
in cross-examination?

s106

Is the
evidence led

in re-
examination?

s108(1)

Is it evidence of a
prior consistent

statement?
s108(3)

Is it evidence of
specialised
knowledge?

s108C

Is it character
evidence?

s110

Is the evidence
capable of

substantially affecting
the assessment of the

credibility of the
witness?

s103

Has the matter been put
to the witness in cross-
examination and denied,

not admitted, or not
agreed to?

s106

Does the
matter arise
from cross-

examination,
or has leave

been
granted?
s39 and

s192

Has a prior
inconsistent

statement been
admitted, or

is it or will it be
suggested that

evidence is
fabricated,

reconstructed or
the result of
suggestion?

s108(3)

Is the evidence
capable of

substantially
affecting a
witness's

credibility?
s108C

Is it led by the
defendant to prove

good character, or is it
led to rebut the

defendant's evidence
of good character?

s110

Is leave required
(criminal proceeding)?

s104

Should leave be
granted?

s104 and s192

Is leave required?
s106(2)

Should leave be
granted?

s192

Should leave be
granted?

s192

Should leave be
granted?

s192

Is leave
required?

s112

Should leave be
granted?

s192

Was evidence of
a previous

representation
admitted in the
proceeding and
its maker not
called to give

evidence?
s108A

Is the credibility
evidence

capable of
substantially
affecting the

assessment of
the credibility of
the maker of the
representation?

s108A(1)

Is leave required
(criminal

proceeding)?
s108B

Should leave be
granted?

s108B and
s192

Yes

OR

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YesYes

Yes

YesYes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YesYes

Yes

No

Yes Yes

No
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Is visual identification evidence s114(1) adduced by a prosecutor in a criminal proceeding?
s113 and s114

IDENTIFICATION EVIDENCE - VISUAL

Was an identification
parade that included the

defendant held before the
identification was made?

s114(2)(a)

Did the defendant refuse
to take part in an

identification parade?
s114(2)(c)

Was it reasonable to hold
an identification parade
but one was not held?

s114(2)(b) and
s114(3)-s114(6)

Was the person making the identification intentionally influenced to identify the defendant?
s114(2)

EVIDENCE ADMISSIBLE with a direction to the jury s116
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Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NoNo

No

Note: See also discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11 and unreliable evidence s165
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Picture identification evidence (s115(1) and s115(10)) adduced by prosecutor in a criminal proceeding s113 and s115

IDENTIFICATION EVIDENCE - PICTURE

EVIDENCE ADMISSIBLE with a direction to the jury at the request of the defendant s115(7) and otherwise s116

Yes

Is the evidence
adduced to

contradict or
qualify picture
adduced by
defendant
s115(8)

Do the pictures suggest persons are in police custody? s115(2)

Was the defendant in the
custody of the investigating
police officer at the time of

the identification?
s115(3)(a)

Was the picture of the
defendant made before

the defendant was taken
into custody?
s115(3)(b)

Was it reasonably
practicable to make a

picture of the defendant
after the defendant was

taken into custody?
s 115(4)(b)

Has the defendant's
appearance changed
significantly since the
time of the alleged

offence?
s115(4)(a) and

s115(5)(b)

E
V
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IS
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L
E

Did the defendant refuse to take part in an identification parade?
s115(5)(a)

Has the defendant's appearance changed significantly since the time of
the alleged offence? s115(5)(b)

Would it have been unreasonable to hold an identification parade that
included the defendant? s 115(5)(c)

See also s115(6)

Yes Yes Yes
No

No No No

No to all

Yes to any

Yes

No

Yes

No

Note: See also discretionary and mandatory exclusions Part 3.11 and unreliable evidence s165
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